ANNEXURE 1

Brief description of work and other details.

1. Preparation of detailed and accurate survey work using total station instrument and computer for the campus of Kerala University at Kariavattom in appropriate scale to the satisfaction of University.

2. All physical development to scale such as buildings, plot boundaries, compound wall culverts, water sources, electric posts, well, all manmade features and other details as required by University.

3. The nature, use, number of floors, building number, layout with existing building with dimension and open space to boundaries etc. of the existing structure.

4. Detailed area calculation of each building and areas.

5. Width of road at appropriate interval as required by university.

6. Spot levels of all prominent natural/other features such as drain water bodies etc. as required by university. Name of all buildings, plinth areas should be clearly written on the plan.

7. Conditional offers need not be accepted.

8. The firm should submit the following to University after conducting topographical survey.
   a. The original drawings in tracing sheet.
   b. Six copies of each drawings in ammonia print.
   c. A soft copy of all drawings in CD.
   d. Three copies of laminated site layout (in total) in a readable scale.

9. The payment will be done as per the actual area of land, surveyed by the firm.

10. Experience certificate of similar works costing not less than 10 lakhs during the last three years (cumulative total) to be submitted by the firm along with offer.
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